QPR Metrics
Meet Your Targets
Without automated performance management…
…there is an elephant in the room

- Information is scattered – there is no big picture
- Data collection and reporting is time consuming
- It’s difficult to communicate and collaborate
- Data is often inaccurate and outdated
- Maintenance becomes a nightmare
Benefits of performance management automation

1. Improved control
2. Proactive decision making
3. Effective communication
4. Time saved for focused analyses and improvement
QPR Metrics helps your organization to

Cut costs through automation

Increase agility for enhanced decision making

Comply through transparency

Understand more via advanced analyses

Communicate effectively using sharable dashboards
QPR Metrics is designed for business leaders. We approach operational excellence as a business challenge and provide information that is critical for decision making.
All you need is what your teams already use today.
Begin in style
Imagination is your only limit – and we’ll help to break through it
Strategy Execution
Let strategy drive your actions

ENABLERS
- Enhance Organizational Excellence
- Integration with CRM

FINANCIAL
- Improve Financial Efficiency

INFRASTRUCTURE
- Improve wireless performance

OPERATION/DELIVERY
- Increase PO accuracy
- On-time Delivery

SAFETY & SECURITY
- Decrease Incident Resolution Time
Mobility in decision making
Access KPIs anywhere, anytime
“AMAG’s QPR based strategy cockpit is the central management information system containing everything management needs to align business with strategy.”

Krystian Lasek, CFO
“The overall experience has left Dubal without doubt that the company is using the best tool available in the industry today.”

Amir Al Janahi, Manager, Business Performance
We help customers to become agile and efficient in their operations.
Enabling effective digital transformation

QPR Software

ANALYZE

MEASURE

MODEL

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

INSIGHT INTO OPERATIONS

STRATEGY EXECUTION

PROCESS MINING

SOFTWARE PRODUCTS

QPR ProcessAnalyzer
QPR EnterpriseArchitect
QPR ProcessDesigner
QPR Metrics

CONSULTING

DEVELOP

INNOVATE
Dare to improve. We’re here so you can.

CONTACT US  BOOK A DEMO  JOIN QPR COMMUNITY